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SKY, or, Before the Beat, as BREATH 

EARTH, or, After the Beat , as PULSE 

What I want to discuss is perennial to poetic practice. 
••wind" and "territory" as they go together in poets' 
discussions among themselves. So I ' m not trying to talk 
technically or didactically, but , if you will, in what 
Alphonse Greimas has called "the paratopic spaces where 
competencies are acquired. " The question, finally, is what 
will be a tool to make more poetry? Or generate a poetic 
environment and concentration? Poetics i sn ' t doctrinal, 
but something which creates, instructs and builds ongoing 
poetic generation. What I'm going to say here of "wind .. 
or "sky" or "space " , and of "territory" or "earth" or 
"place", I present as sorts of rubber hammers which may 
not drive anything through, yet which are not encouraging 
non-utility. They may, like daffodils and nightclubs, be 
the pre-form of instruments which will make poetry. 

I started this inquiry by jotting down the phrase 
"Wind measures time". But I didn't feel that that little 
glyph-clot was concrete enough. What I'd wanted to indicate 
was that prosodic contours aren't visible . American poetry 
has both struggled with and ignored the ~· and indeed 
most poems challenge any simulated metrics based on the 
fiction of equal time periods; though poems can be marked 
off as if metrics were in fact pertinent to them. The 
notation seems arbitrary and visual to the point where other 
patternings are l ost. I doubt the eye generates segmenta l 
phonemes, let alone suprasegmental phonemes. The alphabet 's 
a major block to seeing them in the first place. Wanting 
to roam elsewher e, I come to the fact that the earth is under 
the sky, at the moment. I guess we don't say "sky " so much 
anymore, we say "space ••. 

TO put it another way, what, in our terms, is poetic 
spirit? Ch'i, prana, pneuma, ruach, psyche, nafs, anima, 
and so on? The indoeuropean "bh" , as being? Verb? Tense? 
E-vent? 

I don•t ·want to equate spirit with breath, wind, or 
tropospheric force; though it certainly has to do with a 
community of r espiratory animals and their mutuality when 
animal breath and wind cool the prana round the gold green 
rice and that rice, in the present, f low, lives •.. 

I'm waiting at S.F. Internationa l Airport for my 
mother to come down from L.A. The terminal's arranged so 



national and international flights embark and disembark 
from 2 arms of the building. Above, sky, below the 
baggage handling concourse and there are cars trucks taxis 
jockeying side at side metallic shells blam honk'll fit. 

Not flying somewheres, I feel a contact high pressing 
workaday lives to transform. Circulating homeless; 
timely-detailed from everywhere; doing as best--presentably 
occupied, reiterating busy signals . Self-contained, but 
this's a public and foreign place; people visibly struggling 
beneath coolness. Some little girl, near eastern speaker, 
lost mama; half convulsed in tears, til a blue-smocked 
woman from Traveller's Aid leads her off--& I, cosmetic & 
dumb, sit by a booth where a woman's soliciting change for 
the One Mind Temple Evolutionary Body of Christ of the 
African Orthodox Church. on one side of me chinese man 
reads Wall Street Journal; on other side redneck from 
Arizona ' s complaining that those young people ("his" own) 
got to go wear their blue jeans in a real nice place like 
this to a lady with frosted hair who looks like sister
surrogate. I smile at a lil boy in 'Return of the Jedi' 
T-shirt dragging fuzzy cloth monkey by the tail-- and I'm 
the stranger, so his mother in cute tennis dress glancing 
looks appropriately down her nose then back up ahead. 
DOsen't seem snooty but her face looks steam ironed by a 
cleaning method of the future . We're a company, the flow 
adjacent thousands circumstantial international pedestrians 
keeps moving turning the past away, threads so ravelled 
and cut and collectively disidentified--get, offa, mah, 
"Cloud", babe. Dispersed down the runway in this era 's 
low grade space travel, each still no more here than 
anyone else. "TOtally"& Fabt A ginger glare. 

Standing in line for coffee a moment ago, the 
territory felt. The line was long, & I could feel the two 
people directly in front of me more•n the snake of us all. 
First was a small guy from a tropical country; was slightly 
monstrous--his hands were big for his legs, half his face 
was larger than the other half. He moved with stiff 
difficulty as his dignity. I couldn't see him well, cause 
a woman in tan Chanel suit was standing in between. Afore
said gnarled man barked "Cokel Smalll Hot dogl", at the 
black (Martinique?) counterman who filled his request 
slo- o- owly; delicately; as if he were new to doing it. 
The woman stared at the wall; fidgeted, her handbag; 
twisted, gold . jewelry, straightening the slim featherlight 
watch on her arm. She looked \.Uleasily; standing, next, to 
monster, who was mutterhurnming off himself, possibly hate
ful ly, in an unpopular language, while everyone looked 
awry what a circus except 2 teenage boys in sweatsuits 
who'd gawk at ·anything. 



I stared: the coffee urn, anticipating: the hot 
paper cup the napkin and swizzlestick. Coffee was feeling 
mor e a ttractive by the second. And, when the monster was 
gone , this woman, herself up to b a t next broaching ca sh 
r egister, pulled herself together jingling into her Very 
Real Pe rson ordering '' Sma ll Pepsi". I don ' t kne w if we're 
monkeys. We often l ook like monkeys who took to air, 
stifling hysteria but perish the thought gulp I didn ' t say it. 
Or flying squirrels . I was fascinated; to feel her shrinkage 
and firmness, but felt sorry for her . Mr . Patronizing Cool-
all heart but no heart . A way of ingesting the mosquito 
without insulting it, like an eyelid shifting upwards. So, 
meanwhile I felt in my pockets for the correct change for 
my coffee, 65¢. 

Should I get it together now and f eel sweaty fingers 
and stay this side of a f ake casua l transaction, there ' s 
one quarte r, ahead of time ; or I could hand the guy a dollar 
bill and prolong things while he wearily walked to the 
r egis t e r and rang out the ir quarte r and a dime change? 

Before I ' d gotten change togethe r the woman was 
t hrough; I stood next your turn; in front of the counter
man: he gave me that tired, quizzica l look: not even "What 
you want?"; "Ye s?" but: "Next"- - and I blurted "A l a rge 
Pe ps i pleas e !" Butmytimewa sdreams wif t, while his was 
factua lly l aborious, so I h ad time to correct, myself, and 
s ay, c asua llyfast, "Uh, ma ke that instead a l arge coffee 
instead." 

Of course he didn ' t c are--r was just anothe r bewild
e r e d pe r s on, and I ' d gotte n the "large " right, so the 
changing order wasn ' t as puzzling as it is there polyglot 
a l o t . 

Why I ' m mentioning this a t a ll is that--the slip of 
or dering a Pepsi was my way of including the monster and 
the woman in my own wishes. They were there: perforce 
they ' d have impact; their proximity woul d get into the 
word; transform it from "coffee" t o "Pepsi"; transform me 
from the creature I am into an or acle of territory . I 
couldn ' t see it as the nwrong" word a t the "right" time 
and still call myself a "poet" . 

It ' s this approximate territory--of language, event, 
imagination--! find myself working in, ina smuch a s I ' m 
committed to remaining in touch with it a s writing takes 
place . The indefinite article is oldest awareness and I ' m 
kind of edgy a s its entities (rotten word of rotting world) 
pass and pass: It takes me awhile to absorb wha t ' s in 
f ront of me . ·r want to see if it ' s going to be close to me . 
I ' m pre paring to decide what or how or who it may be. 
When dO you live? What ' s your story? Who's in it? That 
entire disposition fits and unfits words of itself . At 
times I f eel I ' m in the foreground of my life or work or 
poem; at other times I feel I ' m lurking in the background 
somewhe r e , in a niche from which it a l l c an be observed . 



I ' m writing and changing while I measure , while fitfully 
things come and go. 

Why things exist at all, and what we're doing here, 
I frankly don ' t know. Sometimes when I go in the poem it ' s 
like going into a strange culture , an unsettling and 
unfamiliar transfiguration of what had, a moment before, 
seemed my own . Conversely, going t o the poem can sometimes 
be like finding a culture I s eem t o b e l ong in despite any 
of my enterprises. Always, to me , it seems that one thing 
fits while another thing dosen't fit; so I proceed that way, 
clumsier, actually, than these prepos itions, and far less 
prepossessing . 

Were I proceeding formally, with a metric as a sort 
of religious yoke or referent, the poem needn ' t be so pro
jected from its world-territory. If I 'd predete rmined to 
write in dactylic hexameter, an aspect of the t e rritorial 
energy possible would be preempted by a s trictness or 
certitude which I ' ll call here a Bardo. 

I was born on an airforce base in the middle of a 
hurricane during WW II . 

I feel territory and vapor. The humidity of the 
night and engines but I won't go on into those ubiquitous 
de t a ils, unless we ' r e swa pping them. 

I can imagine the world as an element distinct from 
Earth and Air, as, in fact, it figures in the Tarot, where 
it has its own card . "World" in anglo-saxon is "old man"; 
whic h i sn ' t male; but simply, old wariness. The oldest, 
driest, boniest, hairiest awareness you can meet. 

A world, let's say, so hyposta tized, is a red dust, 
a pile of obstacles, of shale and stubble and refuse, 
which wind and water blows hither and thither, often ted
iously. The world's unrefined, a dry gulch, an arid 
bottleneck in the mountains, a mound of low grade adobe . 
Something heavy, dull, gross, shitty, noisy, boring, obtuse 
and physically uncomfortable which floods the veins when
ev e r you say things are hard and you ' r e s tuck. In short 
breath and high blood pressure you f eel the hoariest 
shifting. 

When I spend time in airplanes, riding over the 
earth and gawking at the forms and patt e rns of the earth, 
I see poetry taking entirely new shapes--not flat and 
linear but expanding, contracting, buckled, a filigree of 
trails and light points. It's inspiring to view things 
from space down, to be "high" enough in any sense to inhabit 
a pe rspective beyond what, on earth, would seem, up close, 
adamantly r esolved. Once in the high Sierras I took 
pscillocybin and sprouted wings from my shoulderblades . 
Space horny . I flew in & out of c anyons all a long the 
Yosemite river . I was the size of red-tailed hawk, was 



flying t o break out and whiz for its own sake. It wasn't 
any plan I knew, but a kite in bonanza. 

Hmrnm. Words're made of this mid-air I'm in. A sort 
of sky space's involved in •ern. The ancestors said, they•re 
spirited. They live and breathe, too. Earth and sky can 
be amassed, collected, transformed, compacted, combed, but 
both have trouble lining up. Earth and sky are immensely 
novel, and that may be why there're few uniform beats in 
poetry. A datoo is not a williwaw which is not a siffanto 
though they all droned and made leaves shiver. 

The present by itself isn't a measure I can grasp. 
Wind by itself (oh the wind's plural) is pretty haphazard. 
But I have no trouble thinking that present and wind 
measure each other in some potentially generative way that's 
really there since birth. Maybe that's cause I live 
surrounded by open fields which let overseas traffic go 
roundabout congruently. 

Rhythm alone's only frequency, whereas stress involves 
amplitude . Whew: vowels. The spring wind in the word. 
The romance of stable and unstable pitch in the word. 
Riviera. Smoky avowals. Lassitude. A salty rotting. Of 
guavas and avocados. A submarine watercress aging, purged 
and mummified in smoke and wine and wings, weaves living 
oral waters and an open mouthed trailing shivers. Robert 
Duncan calls this the .. depth charge" of vowels, semivowels, 
dipthongs (and aperiodic consonants)--a vertical pressure 
the inner ear feels as shifts in pitch/balance. The 
l abyrinthine/polyphonic tune, which is quite distinct from 
the visual impact of letter-reading. Because of this, 
traditional poetries have often felt that a particular 
subject has an appropriate tuning. Air-spirit, as a 
signifier, will play, thru the vowel sounds, and if played 
with, will grow--expanding and contracting, as the present 
airily enters into it. 

Chinese conneisseurship preserves a principle of 
formation attributed to Hsieh Ho, which I want to entertain 
in this context s 

~ -- Air (vapor over fermenting rice) 
.. 

YUN -- Sound 
,.. 

SHENG -- Arise (a plant -growing larger) 

TUNG Motion (muscle pushing heavy object) 



The four words together make a phrase which D.T. Suzuki 
has translated "Spiritual Rhythm Life Motion ." 

"Ch'i" is somewhat popularized in this country because 
any asian system of martial arts will teach a method of 
cultivating and directing this spirit, which in the occident 
has given us the name "animal". Here I'm concerned only 
with its presence in a literary stream. I choose to translate 
"ch'i" as "steam", rather than the more conunon "breath". 
"Ch'i" seems to be a blend of air and water under thermal 
conditions. Since the air's full of livipg infusoria-
bacteria and so on--this vapor's biologically alive. We 
can't rid ourselves of this living medium except inside a 
sealed container. Chinese poets give "ch'i" such extens:ion 
that they see everything as respiring--even shoes and 
lawnmowers. "Ch'i" is understood as the gusto, lymph, and, 
material structure in all things. However inconspicuously, 
one's absorbed breathing life in constant circulation. 

''YUn" • s usually translated "rhyming sound." It means 
also the circumstance in which style takes place , the way in 
which something's said or done. The way Ishmael Reed 
inhabits a room is distinct from the way Nanao Sakaki or 
James Broughton inhabit a room. The room's haunted diff
erently; different things do or don't take place in alliance 
with the airs of these persons. They face things, bestir 
themselves distinct; live in a yun, or medium rhyming with 
resonant connections. 

1\ " "Sheng"'s usually translated "grow". The trees on Ox 
Hill, where a young poet plays, were gigantic--and then cut 
down. At night, they grow. Each day they're large enough 
to warrant cutting, they're cut. But by night, in the world 
of the breath and the night and the giants and the titans, 
they grow. The young poet finds Ox Hill with her eyes 
closed. Ox Hill may look bulldozed, but it's alive. She 
can see before her. When Ox Hill's trees were cut, they're 
still to come. The undomesticated germ in its birthday suit. 

"Tung" I'd translate as "momentum" , or "opening", or 
"releasing". During writing, poems grow and die in cell
like ways. If I'm writing about a dog and a raccoon fighting, 
that's not the poetic reason for the act . The act's a 
middle, rather than a beginning. A middle in some larger 
field which might not practice nouns and verbs . Middle 
motion (Sanskrit medhyo-). Once a poem's done its growth 
stops; rather, the poem doesn't grow or not grow; no longer 
feels up animated territory as if it had to make a move 
inside it. "TUng" implies a rather smooth and easy movement; 
a pushover. 

Chang Chung-Yuan gives a simple colloquial rendering 



of ch'i y\.in sh~ng tung: "Breath rhythm is lifelike". 
It might also reads "Air rhymes wild goings on", or 

whatever.* 

*Primitive german saiwalo (soul) is related 
by Kluge to the greek aldAos--mobile (cf. 
"Aeolus" - wind). 

Compare the California Mewok ceremonialist 
who said "When you dance, try to get your 
rhythm from the sky, not the earth." 

Osvald Siren's e Chinese on the Art of 
Painting (Schocken, 1963 amplifies Hsieh , 
Ho's remarks extensively. The tension, 
composition, and intelligibility of a 
painting depends on "air rhyme coming and 
going without hindrance." The painter 
Wang Wei wrote: "The form of the object 
must first fuse with the steam and respi
ration." Mind, in this sense, is more like 
temperature than geometry, apparently. 

Robert Duncan, reacting to this lecture, 
commented that language comprises a tremen
dous buffetting, each word of which has 
behind it gale force. Poets create a 
voice and a sense of poem partially in 
order to protect themselves from the 
driving tremens of this Big Wind behind 
each shaking part of speech. 

If this steam or potential seems clouded and off-focus, 
please don't expect anything else for the moment. This•s 
an overcast coast which swallows interiors up. There's 
more space in the universe than there is earth. More ocean 
than land. Less arable and urbanity than people think. 
More folk songs than other genres combined. Why does 
"psyche" mean "to blow"? Is the poem a souffl~? The 
chinese poets suggest that one can listen with steam rather 
than ears; think with steam rather than mind. I'm not 
surprised if it's within the power of water to think or hear 
these air rhymes. 

Let me bring in a poem which illustrates Hsieh Ho's 
principle, an untitled poem by Charles Reznikoff, from his 
Third Group of Versea 



She sat by the window opening into the airshaft, 
And looked across the parapet 
At the new moon. 

She would have taken the hairpins out of her carefully 
coiled hair, 

And thrown herself on the bed in tears; 
But he was coming and her mouth had to be pinned into 

a smile. 

If he would have her, she would marry whatever he was, 
She who, slim and gentle once, would soon become 

clumsy, talking harshly. 

A knock. She lit the gas and opened her door. 
Her aunt and the man -- skin loose under his eyes, 

the face slashed with 
wrinkles. 

"Come in," she said as gently as she could and smiled. 

Breeze goes thru reconstitution of vapor. Breeze 
from where--Japan, Poland, America, Greece? No matter. 
Was what took place witnessed by its flight? What might be? 
Up to you? Reznikoff would be a term. "She" and "he" seem 
impressed upon a blank patent poetic space as stresses. 

Look. The first word, "She". It's her poem. She 
becomes there. 

The word "airshaft" makes present volatility. 
"Airshaft"'s paralleled by "moon", suggesting size of world 
in which she sits in dark to his arrival. Another interesting 
person who appears in poems is the cloud of night. 

Vowels have structure divested of prosodic ornament. 
Background vowels, austerely flexible Euripidean rhythm, 
evoking monody, abruptly coming out of the background twice, 
in "A knock." and "Come in." But complex like the wide 
range of verbal tense in the poem. But that's enough 
vivisection. 

Suppose the poet's writing her poem inside the reader's 
subvocality. Writer and reader come from before the sun, 
and the message's a radar that enters them both, then dis
appears. The poet writing and reader reading feel briefly 
contemporaneous. Figures which haven't been born might 
speak in such art: 

"There is only one Sayan-Samoyed song extant: a 
Kamassian lament for their lost nomadic life and 
the disintegration of their tribe; it was sung on 
7 August 1914 by Avdakeya Andzigatova, the main 
informant of Kai Donner, who recorded it--



My black mountains have been left behind; 

My hut-poles are rotten; 

My sewn birch-bark cloths are all shrivelled; 

They are gone. 

After recording the song, he played it back on the 
phonograph one evening. The Sarnoyeds reacted with sadness 
and tears, and one boy believed he recognized in the phono
graph the voice of his dead mother." 

The Samoyed people are closer to feathers than Reznikoff 
but both poems are visitors. A single poem can be vehicle 
for a species• environment in distilled form. One needn't be 
mammal to participate. What survives in air as zoosemiotic 
shouldn't be underestimated. The responsibility of the 
reader, here, is I think marked in the term "y\in": the rhymes, 
resonances, harmonies, replacing the poem with breathing 
life. Wind happens inside and bathes the passage. The air 
rhyme's encountered below a verbal level, in basal metabolism, 
barometric pressure, where phonemes're compatible. Poetic 
"ch'i" can be imagined as the oxyhemoglobin carried by a 
reader's internal respiration, which may or may not be 
isomorphic with extraterrestrial porosities and vapors. ~ 
Secret of the Golden Flower calls "ch'i" heaven-ruler. The 
reader has a heaven with room for it, which wants to assim
ilate such things, wants to meet the song to which it belongs 
or try that water. This rhyme sounds more than once, yet 
resounding isn't repetition, and is thus not subject to 
metrical notation. Within all measures, the wind of lyre, 
of folk, of thunder (shaman) (Pindar) survives the drugged 
paratrooper, (valkyrie) electric guitar Jimi Hendrix, 
circadian night-chants go Anne Waldman. 

Sky's in touch with all of our territory, hence with 
every image of it, and given this continent, all the americas 
and their undomesticated transport and by way of the Pacific 
all the asias and ocean islands, it circulates a lot now 
that's viable. 

Here's an account, by Tarnati Ranaipiri, from the 
south Pacific: 

"I shall tell you about wind. Suppose you have some 
particular object, and you give it to me; you give it to 
me without a price. We do not bargain over it. Now I 
give this thing to a third person who after a time decides 
to give me something in repayment for it, and he makes 



me a present of something. Now this thing I received 
from him is the wind of the thing I received from you 
and which I passed on to him. The thing which I receive 
on account of the thing that came from you, I must return 
to you. It would not be right on my part to keep these 
things whether they were desirable or not. I must give 
them to you since they are the wind of the thing which 
you gave me. If I were to keep this second thing for 
myself, I might become ill or even die. Such is wind, 
the wind of personal property, the wind of the thing, the 
wind of the forest." (Literally, the "hau" of the 
"taonga"-the spiritual power of the object). 

All art makes something apparently come here. Most 
people can only present with humility or exagerration, and 
in the u.s. it usually resolves to cute cliche"s: "Here's a 
diamond ring--Please love me", or whatever. We could 
envision a cosmic modesty--why does the universe present 
only what it does? Why're we inside events at all? 

In my writing, I use the present as a measure, rather 
than a predetermined metric, and I find that the present 
needs itself--consequently the presentation needs its own 
milieu--its own urnwelt; its own way of answering the question: 
what goes on here and why? The way that a potential com
position makes its territory is also the way it intercepts 
itself and gets itself down. It has an interference cue in 
my pulse, stimulating me in affine directions as a concomitant 
axis representing the ambivalent courses of action by which 
I run my ever-novel zoological society, and it runs me. 

Earth is one's own land, turf, or territory. The 
land of the Makiritare people is the Makiritare people's 
"earth"; it's not, obviously, the world beyond the Makiritare 
people. In america, few of the ocean-entering and air
entering people had "an earth". It was a spill-gate of 
invasion. I'm not talking about this planet the northerners 
call "Earth", but any glob in space, and how it's passed 
over and passed on. Walking or riding over the crust, on 
top of this pile, crushing the veins and vesicles shallowly 
embedded and rooted in the underside of the pile which 
becomes, grain on grain, a deeper crust, say twenty miles 
thick, in turn on top of a much thicker mantle, they were 
earthless and busy as blazes proving that they could become 
the ones for whom it would be their earth, which they would 
have the hang of. Northerners are at some mysterious dis
advantage when it comes to evaluation. When we could see 
our faces we knew. 

Now an airplane, from out of the air, landing, grinds 
on down to it, hitting each specific pebble and granule 
and flake like a tiny era of erosion, with a thudding 



spraying scar. At our ears, an extraordinary air passes 
over it all. 

Folk inhabit a mezzo-firmus between sky and earth, or 
Ch 0 ien and K'un, Ouranos and Gaia, Nut and Geb, as the 
setting was previously depicted. It's said the I Ching's a 
corpus of trigrams because each permuted trigram represents a 
different station between the earth, the sky, and human mind . 
It's fairly straightforward to fly these days, but I feel 
unstably set here , less than a mile from the rift of two 
geological plates. 

A cloud ' s blowing across the sky, fast, against the 
blue sky . Its center opens up, its edges diffuse, and 
travelling southeast , it becomes invisible. What will come to 
pass, over cliffs, mesa end, a gray belt's hung over the 
ocean since twilight yesterday. If you spend time on the 
beach the wind ' s a pretty constant roaring against high cliffs 
and down unobstructed sand . Up from the intertidal zone the 
wind don't rock off much. This townts a sponge . There's a 
land in my head, a glinting western tip. 

Once, Diana McQuaid and I went out to that tip of Point 
Reyes seashore where the old 19th-century lighthouse is. A 
sign tells you it's the windiest spot in North America , 
though that day the needle on the wind guage at the ranger 
station was tacking between 30 and 50 knots; heavy enough to 
brace against and shout: Walking down, to the last land 
point we made, is equivalent to descent of a 30- story 
building. We saw-- contoured--a gray whale swimming up, 
under, on north proceeding to feed around Alaska . Sea lions, 
bobbing, appearing and disappearing, a pack of 12 or so we 
were far up from the sea, and far down from the sky, hanging 
at the end of that manmade precipitous trail . Whew, my ski 
jacket felt like wings and I thought I'd have to go down to 
Baja to pick up my hair. 

What about the lighthouse-keepers down there? They 
went berserk, started making insinuating remarks about each 
other, ballyhooing each other. Rough patrol, like squatting 
at the top of a flag pole. I said to Diana, this must be 
like close to out to sea feels. Interminable buffetting . 

Last week Joshua Churchman's navigation equipment 
blinked off, he was fishing for flounder and halibut , in the 
fog between here and the Farallones island-rocks ; afterwards 
he said "Man, there are no directions whatsoever out there." 

People mount the sea. Then too the wind is a thief. 
Think of the Okie dustbowl. California coast has stationary 
anti -cyclones at 30 degrees l atitude out over Pacific. These're 
fair weather conditions lasting a week, alternating with 
cyclones--whirlpooling spirals hundreds of miles across take 
a day or two to pass. Sea to land north-westerlies. Then 
you can feel it coming from the south as change, when murrs 
precede salmon. A roar in graveyard trees s lants inna woe 



blowing boomerang whipping over the swells as if breath cast 
shadows in icy echoes. You can hear, and feel, the SWELL, 
not the sunshine, but the VA- VA- VA- VATIC massiveness. 

I myself often lack pneuma and feel earthbonds and love 
haptic space. Presentation has its own ontological status, 
having to do with transmissional experience. Like travel or 
intercourse, it isn't "in your head." It's less like Boyle's 
elements than an s-matrix, a transaction between unscattered 
and scattering manifest in arrays. The stars are out. The 
fields below look like a flat-out bumpy-surfaced flooding 
mural. 

Donald Guravich told me about an air traffic control 
skit he saw. The controller's room was in mayhem because of 
disputes over the price of a baloney sandwich, and the 
disputed numbers, tossed back and forth, were being trans
mitted over the air to incoming pilots who interpreted the 
hit or miss information as the constantly revised flight 
pattern signals they were being requested to adopt. You 
can't imagine what you're missing, and some day you won't 
have to any more. One head of cattle . One chanterelle. 
154,000 head of cattle. 8 dozen atoms, 5 regular solids, 4 
conic sections. This sort of never wholly unscrambling 
information, coasting just ahead of sense, characterizes for 
me the situation of much present poetry, or at least the 
poetry which is avant-garde enough to no longer be interested 
in description. Tom Raworth, for example, defines process 
by what it must leave behind in order to stay ahead of itself. 
In the case of his own poems, the site and data of nowness 
has great verisimilitude, but little mimesis in the beaux
art sense. His takes, cuts, and yaps are related to Whitman 
and Pound, but his continuum of presence has an apparently 
insatiable diversity relative to those predecessors. "Hey 
Rudy, got a doob? That goddam baritone saxophone, Rudy-
that goddam bold baritone saxophone dusted me just when I 
was surfed out. Then I was pissed, man. Flat fucking pissed. 
I gotta mellow out." California, zee . Jack Spicer's poems 
remind me of Kwakiutl totem poles, sometimes. Joe is getting 
a word processor . Good luck. Once, Kit Robinson accused 
me of writing things which anyone can overhear on a bus. I 
told him no, I make it up--but I also exchange places with 
people and things, which is distinctly different from either 
history or schizophrenia. I feel comfortable dancing to 8 
track overdubbed music. I can map myself onto a baby. I 
can map myself onto a spray of lilacs, and get back. Hans 
Driesch wanted to call such a capacity "morphaesthesia". 
It's no problem. 

Imagine you're in the International Airport, in the 
middle of your life. You're present the way the letter "E" 
is present. Your territory's yours only when you do what 



you want with it . If you avoid your own territory, you'll 
have dreams of it at very least sylphing through. One 
plane's going to Australia, another to Mexico, and a third 
to Atlanta. In the 20th century town, people 're going up 
into the air or corning out of the air, and they could be 
corning from, or going to, any place there's a word or image 
for . Eros and Hermes were once seen moving along the Kennelly
Heaviside layer, mysteriously concussing our limbs and toys. 
There also may be a relationship between war and the healing 
process called •ventilation ' (the Bull Roarer and Winnowing 
Fan perhaps being male and female liturgies of rapidly setting 
air in motion) . More recently, heaven ' s animated by elec
tronics, television most widely, and drugs less widely. 
Wish, sounds like air to me. And telepathy too. Space 
travel thru the troposphere. Escape attempts. Escape, 
escape, escape: The cheeseburger is lost, and we pursue it 
thru the night. Stay tuned. Half air, half earth, muttering 
in esperanto; to get out of here all you need do is turn into 
someone else. Tense ' s up in the air. You want wavy hair? 
Want someone to change your diaper? You want your Phoenix 
lover back? Would you rather land in political imbroglio 
or wide open zephyr-streaming spaces? Can I buy you a Pepsi 
at that refreshment stand? All roads lead to Rome and there's 
no Rome, only sparrow delight screaming babies up a sun shaft . 
I once almost worked at the World Trade Center in New York 
City, and they can't even find their files, which to me was 
practical evidence enough of "the Migration of Accidents 
from place to place" (Thomas Hobbes says hello) . All of it, 
like a train wreck, sets the air ringing and its poet getting 
down . 700th round puerile. 

In that creamed place, somebody wants all of it, an.d 
because entity can 't be hidden from the world, it makes one 
wonder and strain, owning and disowning some parts, ignoring 
others. I'm soup, and I'm looking for Morgenroth and the 
garden wall. No, I don't want to buy that lavishly illus
trated Bhagavad Gita. I ' m averse to hard consonants today, 
thanks. I ' m going to live in one of Philip Lamantia's poems, 
so I don't need universal peace or a phillips screwdriver. 
And I know this, so even though those women are talking 
veryfast in japanese and it soundslikeclucking I'm not inter
rupted; their macabre pleasure's part of my constancy-- of 
grain, not form. Meaning and image (which are primary and 
nonsensical) proceed to need and reflex (which are much more 
communicable) and then, last step, and unlikely, but if you 
have paper and pencil: incision thereon. After that the 
kind of inhabitation recognized once & for all as poetry. 

Before proceeding to describe what I feel to be the 
image-logic of territoriality, I want to be straightforward 
about the scope of this proposition. I'm going to assert 
that territoriality ' s a force in making: that its urgency 



and workings aren't directed by the maker, but by the earth. 
The bearing, conduct and plan of the lithosphere has a 
roasting nucleus connecting seismic erections and one lives 
there. This takes time to describe. First, how•m I using 
the word "territoriality", and why? 

The other day Duncan McNaughton was talking on the 
radio about "meaning", and he said, more or less, that he and 
many other people felt that the existential world is quite 
meaningless. He said meaning is to be found in another world 
than the one we live in. I would say, to the contrary, that 
the proxemics of this world are transcendant, and that meaning 
here's so over-conditioned one comes smack up against one's 
inhibitions of it all the time. Language, world, and earth 
are 3 crowds, and I think tha t world's the original awareness 
of the overlap, and earth's much less placable than that. 
Mean, man. Mean. Meaning. Mean-:---An impulse, rather than a 
structure. Mind, and population explosion, consequently 
require more communications of the poem than did its older 
context of theatrical occasion. 

I want to speak biologically, of the "territoriality" 
of an "umwelt". These 2 metaphors are kind of analogs of 
each other. "Um\vel t" (the term coined by Baron von Uexkull ) 
is a world in which a living thing is immersed. Von Uexkllll 
conducted animal experiments, the outcome of which suggested 
that different animals live their lives with dissimilar a 
priori perceptual languages, within dissimilar world-elements . 
Put less germanically, there is species-specific behavior; 
and that a particular bird or tree has the life-history it 
does says little perhaps about a different kind of bird or 
tree . Making things' names as accurate as possible, we try to 
respect specificity--yet to know whether a bird on a fence is 
named linnet or swallow constitutes no penetration of that 
bird's "world" at all, and Benjamin Whorf would argue, little 
of our own territory either. Government can't go much 
beyond that level of terminological certainty. Awareness's 
too specific. Poets•ve preferred this, not as worlds in 
embryo, but as informations requiring their age-long wariness 
to unfold in . 

Territoriality, t .hen, is the part of an animal's umwelt 
which manifests on its earth (assuming that a bird's earth 
may be quite different from a tree's earth). All socio
biologists feel compelled to account for place-behavior in 
one way or another. Robert Ardrey's The Territorial Imperative 
bridges a lot of that information, but Ardrey has a loaded 
sense of territory in which some animals are territorial and 
others not; and territoriality as a notion is bound up with 
senses of landlording a preserve in which displays and 
inhibitions socially proper to place grow as naturally in the 
animal as skin and hair. Beyond this so-called imperative 
trait, Ardrey's not writing about proxemics. But poems 



casually file an armature, biting sharply here and forgetting 
there, so that even their parodies are haunting. 

At times a poem seems zoologically to be a call to 
bring things within range . A ventriloquial throwing of one's 
vo1ce; a mimicry, a set up, a decoy . Imagine a poem as the 
web spun by a certain kind of spider to catch a certain kind 
of prey . Usually the web is trying to catch the poet. I can 
make a voice make my voice--that's an odd fact of ventriloquism. 
I shall hunt something as if I am hunting for something. But 
when I say that I'll speak as if I ' m speaking, I'm decoying 
myself in the process. 

Imagine " Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night" doing 
its utmost to fascinate Dylan Thomas. Not that the poet's 
the central candidate of the poem. The creature who spins is 
unknowable, except by inference from the web-qualities, and 
observation of what kind of being gets entranced in them. 
Poetry and zooserniotics share a range of promptings, orders, 
and commands involved in the way that they call or bid things 
to belong. (By camouflage, hypertely, absorption, backward 
defense?) "Did you wave at me? Corne here. Baby, you're 
everything I ever dreamed of . Have a margarita." 

Consider the u. s . Constitution as a joint spider-work 
out to catch a culture. There would be at least two sides 
to it--the Constitution as a presentational symbol; and the 
sum of modifications actually made by citizens in terms of the 
Constitution. This mimicry, or qecoy verisimilitude, creates 
an invertising rather than an advertising. The citizen, or 
consumer, or reader of poetry ' s absorbed in feeling she ' s 
bringing something to her own attention; not, typically, able 
to feel how the poem ' s setting her up. 

Responsible? Yummy Yummyl Hah! 

I go into biology because I need my life and need 
another measure than some structure which might collapse and 
leave me a stuffed animal. From the maps of the biologists, 
all I really wanted to filch was their word "territoriality". 
What used to be dwelling's fast becoming crowding. One might 
save the novelty of a location for a century, only to be 
inundated by further novelty in a month. It behooves one not 
to forget the migrants before the migrants before the migrants 
until we get to that little water monkey who does its 
balinese drowning dance of slipping backwards, spine into 
waves, overcome and overcoming . 

Territoriality, on the other hand, isn 't commercial, 
isn ' t physical place, but Image forthcoming within it. What, 
for example, Chief Seattle says, the white man dreams when 
he rests from his last assault, which in turn "he burns into 
his children's minds, so they will wish for tomorrow." 
Commerce is known, somewhat . Image, less so . 



"The elementary components of an image are that it has 
a beginning and an end and a location and stands out against 
a background ." (Gregory Bateson). 

Waking up in the morning, survival strength meets a 
phonemic- kinesic territoriality and the blendings make a fuzzy 
image. Of what's there. The territory inherently describing 
its newest order . Light whips the eye and one mumbles "A 
blue pearl", as smells smell smells, over 6 million years . 

Now I want to take a line of a poem as an instance of 
this territoriality. It comes from Philip Lamantia's Destroyed 
Works: 

"MORGENROTH IS SOUP THROWN OVER THE GARDEN WALL" 

The german word "Morgenroth" (morning-red, dawn} might 
be abstruse. Its german denotation isn ' t necessarily its 
poetic meaning in an american poem. True, if you were George 
Lucas, you might locate a garden wall at first light, throw 
immense quantities of burgundy-tinted soup over it, and 
photograph the results in slow motion against the sky-- thus 
obtaining a pictorial equivalent of Lamantia ' s line. But 
that'd be one interpretation. "Morgenroth" might be the 
aurora borealis of the arctic night. "Morgenroth" might be a 
poetic person with traits of a death people root, a Goyaesque 
bogey. Or a more or less opportune sequence of baby thoughts . 
"Morgenroth" fits those effects and any others one can think of. 
It ' s everything it says to any reader . Lamantia ' s line 
belongs to what ' s within it (as well as to the poem from 
which it comes} . The Morgenroth, soup, garden wall, haunt it 
and own it from end to end. There's no separation between 
person and action, or person and landscape, or action and 
landscape. Configuration acts, before the track of somatic 
sensation and world ' s forked in two . Though Lamantia's l ine 
has a subject and predicate, there's no subject- object form 
imposing speaking controls. It ' d be arbitrary to assume that 
the poet's describing something. The territory ' s intentions 
towards writer or reader are sincerely obscure. 

What territoriality makes a living thing move and utter 
is the "image" . That definition would carry into dream, 
where you ' re driving a quarter of a Volkswagen bus down the 
bridl e path, and they don't sell a quarter of a Volkswagen in 
a store but still it ' s not that different from any actual 
Volkswagen bus . Poets have an awfully easy time with image 
cause it ' s so rife, or they have a hard time cause it's too 
rife. Any loony-bin lodges idiot- savants of image who run on 
and on, because their image is somehow their nature more than 
their image of their nature can be. I dreamed about Mari l yn 
Monroe at some point last night. She was a girl-next-door 



type and we walked and gossiped and went to a rummage sale 
together. It was thrilling that there was so little difference 
between us. We weren't a pair, there was no possession or 
entailment, we were just compatible to the event. We seemed 
to be in accord with an internal tunefulness which runs the 
world; a deep structure of some kind which noone needs 
remember. The territorial composition acts as a proprietor 
in terms of what belongs to it. noes midnight belong within? 
Jello? Scissors? Louie Louie? DO Kemal Ataturk, Monsieur 
Beaucaire, and Count Dracula belong together? Are there too 
many bit players? What is "poetic" to its proximity and 
what is not? If not everything belongs, who is the super
numerary and why? 

Poet and composition have to come to an agreement about 
the extents of acceptance and rejection involved. Shall they 
be inclusive or exclusive of terms in which they live and 
think? What'll they hold outside the present? One could 
conceive of a zen-like stance of no acceptance and no rejection, 
but this'd be a playless entity of a kind which wouldn't 
desire a future and would be unlikely to engage composition 
in the first place. 

Strongly identified self-vindicating territories tend to 
have immediate certainty, authenticity, and tension--like the 
people in an airport who have unmistakeable identifying 
devices--clothestyles, buttons, names--reciprocal to the 
castes and variants they're choosing no access to. It doesn't 
matter whether such identified territories are determined by 
want or aversion inasmuch as they happen in the world of the 
poem. I'll call such identified territories "bardos", for 
lack of a better term. "Bardo", in the poet Rene Daumal's 
rendering from tibetan, means "between two". The two are 
death and rebirth, in the Bardo Thodol, and a kind of life is 
lived between. A western analogy might be seen in the 
Odyssey, where Odysseus is going from Troy to Ithaka and 
keeps being arrested in all these locations along the way. 
In the Tibetan sense, those are the bardos of his trip, the 
thought-forms in which he wanders in his bardo-body phases. 
They're space and time as well. Odysseus could stay in any one 
of them but he passes or is narrated through them, inhabiting 
a set which is the poem's present. Without that wandering, 
Odysseus wouldn't belong in his Odyssey. The bardo is the 
minimum set of this kind of possession or compulsion. We have 
the words "limbo", "quantum", "system", "Station", ''syntagm", 
"cell", "containment","configuration", "confinement", "zoa", 
"fragment", "arrest", "satisfaction", or "stanza", for what 
I'm calling here the bardo.* 

*A "cell" means a little apartment. And 
"Dwellen", in Anglo-saxon, is "to hinder, to 
deceive, to delay." 



Suppose the people milling around San Francisco Inter
national Airport are a huge mass of bardos .* 

*Levi Strauss writes me: "The italian for jet
lag is 'aliante alienazione' --'glider alien
ation• . In the airport in Rome I saw a man 
die in line and was terrified for him. To 
die in an airport . Like no where. " 

Suppose they're vowels and consonants forming a non
ideological but non-nonsensical code. From the level of 
l arger structures of the poem, bardos of phonemic recurrence, 
juncture, and stress contributing to the line are in them
selves too instinctive, too defined in their ownership. Each 
bardo has its umwelt peck, its spondaic accent, its valid 
differential monoculture. But composition can 't proceed 
methodically on that basis, except as a tour de force. You're 
allowed so many spondees and then the machine goes TILT and 
your quarter's lost forever , to brute pointl ess completi on . 
The quarters aren ' t fake, but they can't be used for anything 
else, really . 

These spondees are a problem for me. I ' m not usually 
attracted to chanting, so a lot of obtuse stresses produce a 
fragmentary utterance, and i f it accumulates I have to face it 
one way or another or I ' m just going to spin out of the date. 
Part of me evidently wants a poem in which every word has to 
be undex stress. As an aspiration that ' s respectable enough , 
but as as an art it ' s fucked. If the poem stays in bardos it 
refuses my presence eventually by turning me into an outsider. 

Part of the problem, I think, is that engl ish verse end
rhymed verse tends to have each line stressed at beginning and 
end--at each extreme. The problematic feature then lies in 
the transition from an end-line stress to the opening stress 
of the succeeding l ine, which generates a spondaic coll ision 
with a very noisy juncture, arresting flow in an ultimately 
irritating way. That ' s been the gracious torture of english 
verse stress . For me the way out of this di l emma isn't to 
think in terms of beginnings and ends, but of middles which 
open and close the set. 

So, even if it ' s the first syllabl e, I'll view a bardo 
which occurs in my poem as a middle, and encourage it to move 
out of its territory into the poem ' s territory. The poem 
happens by associations of bardos which may or may not know 
that they ' re members of the product of the set. Without 
insulting their longevity, I'll not lose sight of what they're 
~aware of. Indiscriminate generosity alone won ' t accomplish 
this. Elan can be destructive as a paradigm. 



I think there could probably be a set theory that 
would apply to the making (rather than analysis) of the poem, 
like Euler-Venn diagrams which designate the bardo's 
territorial options. Jakobson-Benveniste-Ruwet's notion of a 
"shifter" (or better perhaps, a "brayage/debrayage") evokes 
suggestively the locative motions of poetic bardos, if one 
transposes the terms of syntactic sequence into the terms of 
composition as a whole. Intonational features shift in and 
out and make the setting quite as much as semantic features do. 
For most poets those computations probably happen very fast, 
by way of unconscious literary assumptions or circumstantial 
stimuli (the bird whizzing by). Sets go far and complex, in 
that they admit of more than either membership or non
membership. They have prepositional characteristics. Their 
worldly-shifting's more extensive than any dialectical 
Pattern I can think of . Sets admit the unity of different 
sets, partial intersection of sets, and fertilization of 
subsets. (For example, one local conversation can contain 
another. ((I disagree, but foam is foam.)) (((Like.))) 
((((That.)))) Sets likewise register grander and minor 
kinship, and a distribution within what is tediously certain, 
in turn surrounded by circumferential inter-entity: 



Noone composes in such a clean and bloodless fashion, 
but this notation seems earthly to me. You have a proximal 
world to live in, and then, when you come to write, a sort of 
world of proximal entities within the poem: phonemes, rhythms, 
spacings, etc. It ' s reasonable to inquire how the two 
mutually inform each other, if more than not at all, or 
haphazardly. I don't think that anyone's discussed "place" so 
that poets can use it. TO be sure, Otto Jesperson mentions 
that a poetic line has various positions . Prosody includes, 
in an often exasperating way, all the places in the poem and 
of the poem. I shouldn't be expected to discuss those places 
in the ways that, say, Robert Bridges or A. E. Housman felt it 
important to do. The fact I grapple with is, to put it bluntly, 
that all poetic "members" are bumped in and out of the poem's 
territory as it's being defined. 

But I can hear a voice objecting that this kind of 
"set-awareness", relative to its usefulness, would just be a 
drag on the poem in process. Perhaps so. On the other hand, 
if poetry's a kind of archetypal marriage between poet and 
poem, the relationship will involve recurring Lockhorn impasses 
in some form on both sides. A poet concerned to seize rhythm 
or melody or word in the instant will invent ways to take her 
time while staying in substantial touch with the poem. It 
ain't easy to live inside of. Since I feel that the stress
syllabic patterns of english verse were also sel ective fictions 
before they became habitual, I don ' t imagine that a "set
awareness" in american poetry would ultimately be any more 
distracting. 

If this seems like a pointlessly studious notion, hell 
with it. Analysis after the fact can show a great deal more 
at work than one supposed, yet I tend to find those results 
disappointing. The territory won't arraign itself, because 
it has, already, made the unification which is the one which 
belongs to it. No other statement of its transformation 
really does anything but beat the bushes . 

I don't like the possession model of poetry. "This is 
my poem and I'll cry if I want to." That's okay, but I 
myself feel that I'm in the poem as I ' m in a room with real 
entities . I can ' t "own" this roaming; I have to figure out how 
all the ownerships existing in it are operative while they're 
operating. If I miss that acknowledgement my cognizance loses 
its epic setting. 

Any poet knows she ' s inhabiting unidentifiable ter
ritories. The set can't be owned, though one has some claim 
to the lead-time preceding the set. If you possess it, the 
poem stops on some stressed peak and accumulated activity 
results in the ultimate passivity: hey, no more poem. I think 
possession can't be more than the threat of possession, and if 
the inter-ego threatens the poem with possession, the poem will 
have the good sense not to venture near her. Somewhat less 
may be made in the long run. That, anyway, •s my experience of 



poetic geography, tho, as I hope you've already realized, I 
don't think poetic air works at all the same way . If you 
follow the sky or spirit of poetry, you might not feel a poem 
has to be contained at all. It's all dragon. 

In the present, there's a belonging of things of the 
same length, measuring each others' accompaniment. In the 
terminology of Wolfgang Kohler's psychology, the "true", 
"required", or "interesting" perceptual features are informed 
by the "false", "unrequired", and "uninteresting" perceptual 
features. Need and hindrance drip over them, and the ecology 
of fit wins noone to its sidelessness. Everyone can stand 
something else to be different. As well as implying fit and 
extent, to "belong" is from the Old English qe-lang: 
"dependent on. •• The body of the poem hangs together . 

When one looks at the woman on the street one doesn't 
place her there, but one ' s attention belongs to her in that 
look. Maybe nothing works for long but the poem's own love, 
whatever murky plurality that may be. Ownership, belonging, 
and membership are magical-- proposed by a language in poetry 
unfixed, so whatever attentions belong aren ' t self - possessing 
but allelic . In my thought, a rose is no object for poetry 
but a co-poet, both as signified and signifier, and there are 
always horrendous mistakes inherent when living things meet in 
earnest. Willy-nilly to think the present, given one 's living 
there, is invariably to try to somehow belong once more. 

The notion of something "belonging" anywhere or to 
anything is a mystery I can ' t do without, yet neither can I 
claim to fathom it. What entity is "its own"? How can an 
entity be said to possess itsel f? I mistrust the copulatory 
overtones. 

Belonging makes most sense to me when there are plural 
options proposed. For example, "Reggae belongs on a pedal
bike, whereas rock 'n roll belongs on a motorbike ." 

In pidgin english one says "Hu bilong dat bike?", i.e. , 
"Whose bike is that?" The person belongs to the bike as if the 
bike belonged to the person. Or, what belongs to you is 
dependent on you. The context ' s perlocutionary, and requires 
presence and non-linguistic indication. 

Belonging seems as open as the preposition "of", when "of" 
comprises intentionality and the genitive. What determi nes 
any limits at all is revealed in each poet ' s struggle with 
duration, amplitude , and tune within the body of the poem. 
That prosody and that struggle to make the crest can't be 
possessed, nor can it be lost. 
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